Sulzer presents cutting-edge technology at POWERGEN Asia 2019
As a leading provider of both turnkey repair solutions and pumping equipment to the power
generation sector, Sulzer will be exhibiting and making a technical presentation at POWERGEN
Asia 2019. Visitors to the event, held at MITEC in Kuala Lumpur, Malaysia, will have the opportunity
to discuss the latest in maintenance services, such as weld overlay processes, at Booth D10 and
learn more about cutting-edge technology that can significantly improve pump performance.
With a network of over 100 service sites around the world, Sulzer can deliver its expertise in the repair and
maintenance of rotating equipment with very short lead times. Supporting the F-class gas turbine market,
Sulzer has in-house manufacturing capacity for turbine and compressor blades as well as additive
manufacturing for reverse engineering complex, precision parts.
This year, visitors to the exhibition will be able to learn more about Sulzer's automated weld overlay
services, which can quickly repair eroded or corroded sections of towers, separators, reactors, tanks
boilers and many more essential pieces of equipment. This cost-effective and rapid repair technology can
greatly improve the service life of vital plant equipment that would otherwise need to be replaced.
On September 3 at 15:05 in the Knowledge Hub "Power of the digital plant", Sulzer will make a
presentation on how to use existing pump data to cut both operating and maintenance costs. Sulzer's
award-winning BLUE BOX™ solution offers near-real time analysis of pump data to optimize asset
performance and improve predictive maintenance schedules.
Visit the experts at the Sulzer booth, D10, to learn more about its rotating equipment services,
automated weld overlay repairs and worldwide service center network. POWERGEN Asia 2019,
September 3 – 5, MITEC, Kuala Lumpur, Malaysia.
Image Captions:
Image 1: Sulzer's expertise covers all aspects of rotating machinery
Image 2: The BLUE BOX solution uses existing data to improve performance and reduce costs
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About Sulzer:
Sulzer, headquartered in Winterthur, Switzerland, since 1834, specializes in pumping solutions, services
for rotating equipment, and separation, mixing, and application technology. Sulzer provides cutting-edge
maintenance and service solutions for rotating equipment dedicated to improving customers’ processes
and business performance. When pumps, turbines, compressors, generators, and motors are essential to
operations, Sulzer offers technically advanced and innovative solutions. The company creates reliable and
sustainable solutions for its markets: oil and gas, power, water, and general industry. Sulzer serves
customers around the world through a network of over 180 production and service sites, and it has a
strong footprint in emerging markets. In 2016, the company achieved sales of roughly CHF 2.9 billion with
around 14 000 employees. www.sulzer.com
The image(s) distributed with this press release may only be used to accompany this copy, and are
subject to copyright. Please contact DMA Europa if you wish to license the image for further use.
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Editor Contact
DMA Europa Ltd. : Philip Howe
Tel: +44 (0)1562 751436
Fax: +44 (0)1562 748315
Web: www.dmaeuropa.com
Email: philip@dmaeuropa.com

Company Contact
Sulzer : Claudia Proeger, Marketing and Communications, Rotating Equipment Services, Sulzer
Management Ltd
Tel: +41 (0)52 262 34 44
Fax: +41 (0)52 262 00 45
Web: www.sulzer.com
Email: claudia.proeger@sulzer.com
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